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Abstract
Graph-based design languages are presented as a method to encode and automate the complete design
process and the final optimization of the product or complex system. The Unified Modeling Language
(UML) is used to represent the design language which models the design process. A design language
consists of a vocabulary (i.e. the digital building blocks) and a set of rules (i.e. the digital composition
knowledge) along with an executable sequence of the rules (i.e. the incremental digital encoding of the
design process). The rule-based mechanism instantiates a central and consistent global product data structure (the so-called design graph). Upon the incremental generation of the abstract central model, the domain-specific engineering models are automatically generated, remotely executed and their results are
fed-back into the central design model for subsequent design decisions or optimizations. The design languages are manually modeled and automatically executed in a so-called design compiler. Up to now, a
variety of product designs in the areas of aerospace (satellites, aircraft), automotive (space frame structures, automotive cockpits), machinery (robots, digital factory) and consumer products (coffeemakers,
exhaust systems) have been successfully accelerated and automated using graph-based design languages.
Different design strategies and mechanisms have been identified and applied in the automation of the
design processes. Approaches ranging from the automated and declarative processing of constraints,
through fractal nested design patterns, to mathematical dimension-based derivation of the sequence of
design actions, are used. The existing knowledge for a design determines the global design strategy (i.e.
top-down vs. bottom-up). Similarity-mechanics in the form of dimensionless invariants are used for evaluation to downsize the solution for an overall complexity reduction. Design patterns, design paradigms
(i.e. form follows function, or function follows form) and design strategies (divide and conquer) from
information science are heavily used to structure, manage and handle the design complexity.
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Introduction
The digitization of industrial processes, e.g. in the context of Industry 4.0, makes new design
processes possible and necessary. The automation of the product development process promises a
considerable increase in efficiency. Especially designs and decisions of the very early concept phase
have a very large influence on the later life cycle costs of the product [1]. The development of modern and more competitive products requires to go even closer to the limits of what is physically feasible in order, for example, to squeeze the last bit of weight advantage or efficiency out of a product
or system. Modern products are integrating typically multiple physical domains (mechanics, thermodynamics, electronics, logistics, …) as well as a lot of system levels consisting of sub-systems or
parts that mutually build on each other. The combination of both, multiple domains together with a
number of system entities, results in a high level of design and process complexity that has to be
handled. Digitized design processes can be used to cope with this complexity and to find more optimal product designs in even earlier project phases. This digitization mainly comprises the comput
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er-aided synthesis of designs (CAD) including the automated generation of functional validation
calculations and simulations (structural mechanics, fluid mechanics, controls...). In fact, a virtual
product design shall be automatically generated and optimized based on given product requirements
to optimally meet the performance targets.
In this paper graph-based design languages are presented as a method to implement such digital
and re-executable representations of (conceptual) design actions. At first, the method of graphbased design languages itself is explained. The method is proven for more than fifteen years and has
been mainly developed in the Similarity Mechanics Group of the Institute for Statics and Dynamics,
which moved now to the Institute of Aircraft Design at the University of Stuttgart. Second, scientific applications are shown as well as an early industrial stage application. Finally, a collection of
design principles to handle the complexity in product design is presented that has been identified in
the scientific work with design languages over the past years.
1

Method

The method of graph-based design languages [2] is a further evolution step of generative, computer-based design synthesis methods [3]. These design synthesis methods can be divided in to
string-based, shape-based and graph-based design representations. From the viewpoint of the authors, graph-based design languages belong to the most generic and abstract means of knowledge
representation across different domains due to its graph representation. Alternative computer-based
synthesis methods such as L-Systems or Shape Grammars [3] define a rule set on elementary shapes
(vocabulary) which is recursively called in a production system to generate more complex shapes.
Graph-based design languages expand this concept by generalizing the vocabulary to conceptual
objects together with an adaptive procedural rule sequence, the so-called production sequence.
Along with these approaches, there are other solutions in formalizing the process of designing and
creating automatic design systems based on formal knowledge worth noting [4-9].
1.1

Philosophical Motivation

Rudolph gives a philosophical motivation for the design language concept in [10]. First it is observed that during the product design process different areas of concept, each with different levels
of knowledge, are traversed. It is distinguished between the first area called ‘believe’ which covers
uncertain design targets as simplicity, aesthetics or adequacy. The second concept is ‘ability’ which
covers more concrete but still not exact formulated design aspects as Design for Manufacturing,
Design for Assembly, Design for Recycling. The third concept covers exact aspects and is called
‘knowledge’. It contains physical formulas and other reproducible, mathematically formalizable and
provable laws and know-how. Figure 1 shows a schematic design process starting from an idea that
is hosted in the concept of ‘believe’. During the iterative design process different solution concepts
are derived from the given idea and product embodiments are synthesized as product variants. These variants are validated towards specified requirements. The iterative procedure is conducted until
a variant meets the requirements and becomes the final product, see Figure 1.
In order to formalize and digitalize this design process all three aspects have to be represented
in a single, unified description. Rudolph proposes a language-based representation that is closely
related to natural languages which are a convenient candidate as they are able to cover all three
conceptual areas presented above. This language-based representation is called a graph-based design language. The linguistic aspects of natural languages are reinterpreted here in the engineering
application in the following way [2].
 Syntax of the design language:
All designs that can be combinatorically represented by the classes in the class diagram.
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Semanntics of the design
d
lang
guage:
All deesigns that are
a technicaally or physiically mean
ningful (e.g.. it may deppend of the applicationn
whether a car withh six wheells makes sennse, no colliisions between parts annd componeents, …).
Pragm
matics of thee design lan
nguage:
The deesigns that are
a optimal with respecct to given requirement
r
ts and bounndary condittions.

Figure 1 - E
Embedded areaas of concept that are visiteed during an itterative producct design proccess, starting from
f
an idea.
Figure reproduced frrom [10]

The linnguistic asppects are em
mbedded witthin each otther as the optimal
o
desiigns (pragm
matics) are a
subset of thhe technicaally and phy
ysically meaaningful designs (semaantics). Theese meaning
gful designss
are at the same time a subset off the designns that can be created or represennted in the design lan-guage. Butt this is in fact
fa the undeerlying reseearch hypoth
hesis of dessign languagges that dessign is com-putable annd that the optimal
o
dessigns as a ssubset withiin the generrated meaniingful desig
gns may bee
found via a design evaaluation meethod [11].
1.2

Grap
ph-Based Design
D
Language

The foollowing seection explaains and deffines the method
m
of graph-based design lan
nguage. Thee
figure 4 shhows the maain compon
nents of a deesign langu
uage in its graph-based
g
d representation on onee
page.
1.2.1 Un
nified Mode
eling Langu
uage
For thhe formal reepresentatio
on and the concrete modelling
m
of the design
gn process the
t Unifiedd
Modeling L
Language (U
UML) is ussed [12]. Thhe UML’s origin
o
is in object-orien
o
nted softwarre engineer-ing to grapphically model and speecify object oriented so
oftware. Sub
bsets of the UML are used
u
in sys-tems enginneering as thhe modeling
g language SysML. Th
he UML pro
ovides readyy-to-use mo
odeling dia-grams and tools for thhe representtation of (enngineering)) ontologiess (class diaggram and in
nstance dia-gram) as w
well as for reepresenting
g sequential and branch
hed processees (activity diagram) th
hat are usedd
in graph-bbased designn languagess to create a graphical model of a product’ s design prrocess. Thee
original naaming of thee design lan
nguages buiilding block
ks was based
d on linguisstics as stateed above ass
the UML w
was later inttroduced ass modeling llanguage [1
13]. The following head
aders reflectt the dualityy
between thhe design laanguages co
omponents’ UML nom
menclature and
a the ‘oriiginal’ lingu
uistic basedd
nomenclatuure in parennthesis.
Using the UML for
f the repreesentation oof the product design prrocess allow
ws a natural integrationn
of the softw
ware domaiin into the product
p
dessign processs, which is present
p
in m
most moderrn products..
Modern prroducts are typically
t
maade up of m
mechanical and
a electricaal parts withh a correspo
onding con-trol unit thhat executes at least a product-speccific controlller softwaree. Thereforee software engineering
e
g
becomes ann integratedd and imporrtant part off the product development process .
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1.2.2 Class Diagram (Vocabulary)
The class diagram represents an ontology of the product that is to be designed. The product is
decomposed in to its subsystems, components and even more granular entities that are assigned to
classes. These classes are enriched with parameters that represent e.g. physical or cost variables. In
this way, parametrized objects that are instantiated from classes form the vocabulary of a graphbased design language instead of words in natural languages. A class diagram is shown in figure 2
top for an exhaust aftertreatment system that reduces pollutants from a combustion engine’s exhaust. The class Catalyst is a kind of ExhaustSystem through inheritance. Within the class diagram,
associations can be drawn as links between classes to represent relationships between them. In the
example in figure 2 top, the ExhaustSystem is connected to a CombustionEngine whose exhaust has
to be cleaned and the ExhaustSystem itself is connected with the Environment, where the cleaned
exhaust gas escapes to. This associations define which elements can be linked during an instantiation. Thereby the class diagram represents the (maximal combinatorial) template of the product that
hosts all the information needed during the design process. Inheritance relationships can be defined
between the classes, as is customary in object-oriented modeling. Abstract classes can be defined
that cannot be instantiated. So components and entities can be mapped directly on classes on different levels of abstraction and detail.
Equations and constraints between the class parameters can be additionally modeled in the
classes and are processed in an integrated solution path generator [14]. The equation and constraint
network that is built on the instantiation of the classes is automatically solved in the solution path
generator with an integrated computer algebra system. In the UML class definition physical dimensions can be assigned as data types to class parameters. This becomes especially important for the
dimension analysis presented in the design principles section below.
1.2.3 Instance Diagram (Design Graph)
The classes from the class diagram can be instantiated into instances. The instantiated objects
get an unambiguous name and the parameters defined in the class are provided with concrete values. The instances of associated classes can be linked with each other. The set of linked instances is
called design graph in the context of graph-based design languages (figure 2 bottom). The instantiated objects form the nodes and the links form the edges of the graph. The specific values are stored
in the parameters within each node. Thus, the topology of a product (an alternative name would be
product architecture) can be mapped via the graph and the parametric of a product via the parameterization in the nodes. This design graph plays the role of the central data model in the virtual
product design with design languages.
1.2.4 Rules (Grammar)
The engineering entities of the class diagram are rule-based instantiated into objects with specific parameter values. Graphical rules with a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS)
define the instantiation as manipulation on the instance diagram. Again, the design instances in the
design graph are linked with each other according to the associations that are defined in the class
diagram. This associations define the possible connection of instances, also called instance patterns,
in the graphical rules. The instance pattern on the LHS of the graphical rule is looked-up in the design graph and replaced with the instance pattern on the RHS. The first rule is called ‘axiom’ and
has an empty LHS as the design graph is empty in the beginning. The figure 2 center left shows the
axiom rule that introduces the boundary conditions of an exhaust aftertreatment system, which
comprises of a given combustion engine with its specific parameters (not all shown), the environment and the installation space as STEP geometry file that defines the available space for engineering the exhaust system. In the ‘axiom’ typically the requirements and given boundary conditions are
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defined. Thhe graphicaal rule in fig
gure 2 centeer right sho
ows the incrremental de sign step th
hat adds thee
main buildding blocks of an SCR
R system, D
DEF_Injectiion and Ca
atalyst, to thhe initially created in-stance of thhe CombusttionEngine class.

Figure 2 - Scchematic graph
h-based gramm
mar of an exh
haust system and its main buuilding blockss
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1.2.5 Pro
oduction System
S
The deesign proceess itself is then split iinto an incrremental rulle sequencee. This pred
defined rulee
sequence inn graphicallly modeled
d in an activvity diagram
m and is callled productiion system. Beside thee
graphical rrules as buiilding block
ks an activiity diagram can hierarcchically hosst sub-activ
vities whichh
are activityy diagrams themselvess. As third object, inteerface calls can be moodeled that trigger thee
execution oof engineering applicattions in so-ccalled proceess chains that are desccribed in the followingg
section. Thhe activity diagram
d
in figure 2 topp center sho
ows from th
he left two ccalls of grap
phical ruless
followed bby a two tim
mes alternating sub-acti
tivity and in
nterface calll. As fourthh element so
o-called de-cision nodes are availlable to braanch the rulee sequencess in the pro
oduction sysstem in dep
pendence off
the state off the designn graph (figu
ure 3).


Figure 3 – D
Decision nodee (rhombus) in
n the activity ddiagram to triigger differentt rules based oon the LHS paattern in rule
SeaarchCatalystSh
hape

With tthis feature a branchin
ng design prrocess can be realized
d that adaptiively and dynamically
d
y
reacts on ddifferent moodel states and
a inputs aas differentt rule sequen
nces can bee triggered. In figure 3
one of the two Choosee*Catalyst rules
r
is trigggered, whicch differ in the
t geometrric form of the catalystt
that is addded to the model.
m
Whicch of the ruules is choseen depends on a param
meter in an instance onn
the LHS oof the SearcchCatalystSh
hape rule oon the top riight in figu
ure 3. In thiis way adap
ptive designn
sequences can be realiized to creaate a wide vaariety of diffferent prod
duct configuurations.
1.2.6 Info
formation Architecture
A
e
The figure 4 show
ws the inforrmation archhitecture th
hat hosts thee previous ppresented elements andd
shows theiir interactionn. The classs diagram (vvocabulary)), the rules, as well as tthe production system,,
represent a digital bluueprint of th
he design prrocess, wheerein the design knowleedge is encoded in thee
form of a ddesign langguage (figurre 4 left). Thhe manual modeling
m
of the class ddiagram, th
he rules andd
the producction system
m is done in
n a so-calledd design co
ompiler (furrther detailss in the folllowing sec-tion). On thhe right sidde of figure 4 so-calledd process ch
hains are sho
own. Processs chains reepresent thee
automated creation off engineerin
ng models in the desig
gn language. This is rrealized witth unidirec-tional moddel-to-text trransformatiions betweeen the abstract central model (dessign graph as
a UML in-stance diaggram) and the
t product engineerinng models as CAD, sim
mulation moodels, etc. The
T processs
chains extrract the requuired inform
mation from
m the centrall design graaph and creaate the CAD
D and simu-lation moddels automaatically by executing
e
th
the model-to-text transsformations that are sttored in thee
process chains. The reesults of thee simulationns runs are partially fed
d back to thhe design grraph for in-fluencing ssubsequent design rules and operaations. Closed-loop opttimization aas well as ad
daptive andd
self-controolling designn processes,, using the ddecision nod
des above, can
c be realiized in this way.
w
This aarchitecture with a centtral model (““single sourrce of truth”) has multitiple advantages. Theree
are no lonnger differennt and/or ou
utdated moodel version
ns since upo
on a modell update in the centrall
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model the process chhains can bee triggered to get an automatic
a
update
u
of alll engineeriing models..
There is noo need of model-to-mo
m
odel transfoormations between each
h engineerinng model as
a all modell
updates aree done or trriggered in the
t central m
model with an subsequ
uent update via calling the processs
chains. Thhis reduces the
t numberr of model-tto-model transformatio
ons drasticaally, that aree necessaryy
to have vallid models, and drastically reducess the need for
f tracing and
a managinng model ch
hanges.

Figure 4 - Infformation archhitecture of grraph-based dessign languagees

1.2.7 De
esign Comp
piler
In anaalogy to proograming laanguages a ddesign com
mpiler is used for modeelling and execution off
the graphh-based deesign lang
guages. Thhe commeercially av
vailable D
Design Compiler 433
(https://ww
ww.iils.de/) in its Versiion V2 wass used in thee applicatio
ons projectss presented below. Thee
Design Coompiler 43 is
i a standalo
one applicaation based on the Eclip
pse IDE thaat provides the follow-ing functioonalities andd tools to model and exxecute graph
h-based design languagges:
 Graphhical editor to
t manually
y model the class diagraam (figure 2 top).
 Processs chains ass engineerin
ng plugins iin the form of class diagrams for modeling engineering
e
g
tasks aas CAD geoometry creaation, simullation modeel creation (CFD,
(
FEM
M) and produ
uct integra-tion prroblems (w
wiring, pipin
ng, packaginng,…) that can be load
ded into thee central claass diagram
m
(figuree 2 top righht). In this way differeent ontolog
gies from diifferent enggineering arreas can bee
combiined in the central
c
classs diagram.
 Graphhical editor to
t manually
y model thee production
n system inccluding its ssub elementts as graph-ical ruules, sub acttivities and interface
i
caalls (figure 2 center).
 Graphhical view of the design
n graph withh filter funcction to resttrict the scoope of view to sub pat-terns ((figure 2 botttom).
 Designn language debugging mode to eexecute the rules of thee productioon system step by stepp
with thhe possibilitty to stop du
uring execuution.
 Java R
Rule functioonality to ex
xecute and uuse Java co
ode on the design
d
languuages execu
ution to ma-nipulaate the desiggn graph code-based, eespecially usseful for complex mannipulations that
t containn
difficuult patterns and/or
a
control structurees as loops.
The soolution pathh generator functionaliity is provid
ded by the design com
mpiler as plugin whichh
solves, firsst, the equattion system modeled inn the class diagram
d
in terms of a ssolution seq
quence and,,
second, paasses the fouund solution sequencee to a compu
uter algebraa system foor solving th
he equationn
system sym
mbolically or numerically if neceessary. The bidirection
nal solutionn path generrator writess
the results back into thhe design grraph as last execution step
s of the plugin.
p
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2 Applications
A broad range of products has been designed using graph-based design languages. From applications in aerospace [15, 16] through consumer products [17] and off-road machinery components
[18] up to automotive [19], the method has been successfully applied mainly in a scientific context.
The scope of design languages has been prototypically extended up to downstream stages of the
life-cycle by generating and designing the digital factory for a product in addition to the product
itself [20]. Additional work has been done in the implementation of algorithms to automate engineering tasks as routing of cables and wires [16] and the automated creation of pipework in given
installation spaces [21]. These intelligent wiring and piping algorithms become necessary as graphbased design languages fully automate the design process and therefore need to be able to create an
intelligent integration and interaction of system components in given installation spaces for different product architectures.
2.1

Aeronautics: Air Cabin Design

Figure 5 shows results of a graph-based design language that automates the layout design of an
aircraft cabin [22, 16]. Beginning with the requirements, the designer can (manually) define the
seating requirements based on a number of ratios. A ratio might define how many passengers share
the same lavatory in a certain class. The aircraft main dimensions are as well given as a requirement. The proposed seating configuration within the aircraft’s hull can be additionally manually
edited in a graphical editor that appears during the execution of the design language. The subsequent design process is schematically shown in figure 5. At first, an initial CAD model of the aircraft cabin is created (figure 5 top left) based on the previously found or manually edited seating
configuration. From this CAD model the available routing space for cable routing is rule-based extracted. Due to the previous automated CAD model generation, the information of the position, size
and shape of the area, which is accessible for routing, is explicitly available in the central data model (figure 5 top mid). In the following step the equipment boxes are positioned in the available routing space. This is done via a parametrization along the aircrafts main dimensions which can be later
varied in an optimization run (figure 5 top right). Afterwards, the equipment boxes are subtracted
from the routing space and the remaining space is meshed for conducting collision detections for
the subsequent cable routing (figure 5 left bottom). Then the search algorithm, a modified A*algorithm which is available as engineering plugin in the design compiler, is executed to identify
the cable routes within the routing space (figure 5 mid bottom). Finally, collision-free CAD models
of the cables are created which are used for an evaluation of the aircraft cabin configuration. Evaluation metrics comprise of cable length and weight as well as electromagnetic compatibility. Additional constraints in the aircraft cable design, as minimum distances between the cables of redundant systems, can also be taken into account by the design compiler’s integrated routing functionality.
Using the graph-based design language reduces the time needed for an aircraft cabin layout
from many weeks and months to a few hours. The complexity of the interaction of the coupled systems and components is handled through the interplay of the production system and the design rules
together with the intelligent algorithms to solve the integration tasks of positioning and wiring the
electrical components. Different aircraft cabin designs can thus be automatically evaluated and optimized in terms of total weight, cable length and wiring compatibility and validity [22]. Figure 6
shows a final cable routing together with the comparison of the results of two cabling variants with
a different number of distribution boxes (SPDB). The diagrams on the right are showing the different resulting cable weights for the different networks and subsystems.
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Figgure 5 - Aircrraft cabin desig
gn with autom
mated generatiion of electric and climate ssystem generaated
with a design gramm
mar [22]

Figure 6 – F
Final aircraft cabin
c
cable co
onfiguration inn overhead areea. Diagrams on the right shhow a schemaatic comparison of two
t cable variants (8 vs. 4 ddistribution bo
oxes) in terms of cable weigghts [22]

2.2

Aero
ospace: Sa
atellite Des
sign

Figuree 7 shows thhe result an
nd intermediiate steps of a graph-based designn language for
f creatingg
a small sattellite [15]. The design
n language starts from a given miission that ddefines payload, targett
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orbit, energgy and infoormation dem
mand of thee payload as
a requiremeents. The deesign proceess of creat-ing an optiimal satellitte for a giveen requirem
ment set starrts in [15] by
b solving tthe so called
d enumera-tion probleem. In the enumeration
e
n problem ddifferent sysstem topolog
gies are synnthesized an
nd analyzedd
as differennt system toppologies caan match thee requiremeents. The deesign for a ggiven system
m topologyy
is created rrule-based in
i the design language presented in
i [15]. For each system
m topology the config-uration prooblem has to
t be solved
d which com
mprises of integrating the subsysttems and co
omponents,,
selected duuring solvinng the enum
meration prooblem, in th
he availablee space (thee so-called packaging).
p
.
At last, thee integratioon problem has to be ssolved, whicch means th
hat the funcctionality off the wholee
systems haas to be cheecked underr all relevannt loads and
d physical conditions. FFor conductting this in-tegration teest the correesponding simulation
s
m
models, as well
w as the cables
c
routees of the sattellite, havee
to be geneerated. Thesse steps hav
ve to be exeecuted and repeated many
m
times on differen
nt modelingg
levels of deetail to propperly resolv
ve the coupliings betweeen the system
ms [15].
Figuree 7 shows thhe synthesiss of the FireeSat satellitee [15]. The rule set creaates a comp
plete virtuall
mockup baased on the given requ
uirements (ffigure 7 top
p row). The design langguage inclu
udes the au-tomated crreation and dimensionin
ng of the coontrol systems as well as the validdation. Critiical figures,,
such as thee mass, eneergy and momentum bbalance, aree calculated and balancced. A misssion-relatedd
communication system
m is chosen
n based on tthe mission
n figures. Alll critical suubsystems are
a selectedd
and in the subsequent configuratiion step spaatially arran
nged (i.e. paackaged) and
nd finally, with
w the pre-viously meentioned rouuting algorithm, conneccted by wirres (figure 7 bottom rigght). The inttegration off
the componnents is vallidated for the defined orbits in terrms of therm
mal loads arrising from the incom-ing sun lighht as well as
a heat sourcces from co mponents and
a systems (figure 7 bbottom left)..

Figure 7 - Satellite dessign with grapph-based desig
gn languages. Reproduced ffrom [15]

Figuree 8 shows thhe intermed
diate result oof the FireS
Sat design laanguage forr solving th
he enumera-tion probleem of the communica
c
ation system
m. For the given
g
requiirements traansmission power andd
transmissioon data rate (speed) thee best mass of each com
mmunication system toopology can
n be seen.
Each ccombinationn of a transsmitter and an antenna presents a unique toppology and has
h its ownn
mass to poower to speeed characteeristic as shhown in fig
gure 8 in diifferent coloors in the central
c
plot..
During thee execution of the desig
gn languagee this characcteristic figu
ures can be automaticaally created..
Then the ooptimal com
mmunication
n system forr a given req
quirements can be chossen based on
o this char-acteristic m
map. In casees where a chosen
c
(subb-)system to
opology hass still variabble system parameters,
p
,
a parametrric heat mapp as in figurre 9 can be used to find
d an optimaal solution aand to gain insight intoo
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the system
m’s behaviorr. The sensiitivities of tthe calculateed system characteristi
c
ics values (vertical ax-is) are show
wn in depenndence of giiven designn parameterss (horizontaal axis).

Figure 8 – E
Enumeration problem:
p
The mass of diffeerent communication system
m topologies (ccolors) for req
quired transmission power and
a speed. Thhere are 3 anteenna system variants (verticcal)
and 2 transmission
t
aamplifier variaants (horizontal) [15]

Figure 9 – H
Heat map show
wing the depen
ndencies betw
ween the calcu
ulated commun
nication system
m characteristtics (vertical)
and the givenn design param
meters (horizoontal) of a sing
gle communiccation system topology [15]]
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2.3

Man
nufacturing: From Design to Dig
gital Factorry

Graphh-based desiign languag
ges have alsso been prop
posed to briidge the gapp between product
p
de-sign and m
manufacturinng [20]. Design languaages can sup
pport to clo
ose the curreent inconsisstencies be-tween the product deesign and th
he manufaccturing engiineering. Both discipliines are usually usingg
models, appllications and
d data form
mats, even iff both areas are closelyy coupled ass changes inn
different m
the producct design caan have a significant
s
iimpact on the
t manufaacturability in a given productionn
infrastructuure and vice versa. Arrnold et al. implementss a graph-baased designn language in [20] thatt
automates the design of an aircraaft panel. A plugin that automatically createss a digital faactory for a
given desiggn is addedd. Using thiis approachh in both, th
he design an
nd the mannufacturing planning, a
central datta model is shared in th
he form of the commo
on design grraph that exxtends overr both inter-woven dom
mains.
Figuree 10 shows four assemb
bly configuurations of an
a aircraft panel
p
for finnding the op
ptimal con-figuration with the minimal
m
turn
naround tim
me [20]. With this apprroach, the ooptimal dig
gital factoryy
setup can bbe found foor a specificcally designned aircraft panel to op
ptimize the m
manufacturing processs
in the virtuual reality before
b
build
ding the reaal factory. The
T design language inn [20] provides a fullyy
automated design stagge of an airccraft panel bbased on giiven aircraft
ft hull geom
metries and shapes.
s
Thee
simulation and optimization of the
t manufaccturing proccess is realiized with a correspond
ding designn
compiler pplugin to thee domain sp
pecific DEL
LMIA digitaal factory software (ww
ww.3ds.com
m). The digi-tal factory model is generated
g
ou
ut of the ceentral data model,
m
the digital facttory simulattion is trig-a well as innformation on the man
nufacturabiliity of the panel are re-gered and the turnarouund times as
ws the simu
ulation of thhe coating process
p
of th
he aircraft ppanel that iss also creat-turned. Figgure 11 show
ed out of tthe design language’s central datta model. With
W this co
oating simuulation critiical coatingg
parameterss as local thickness and
d applicationn efficiency
y can be opttimized by a variation of
o the sprayy
paths and spray confiigurations. It
I was thus possible to
o show in an
n exemplary
ry manner th
hat produc-p
ccan also be optimized with
w designn languages [20].
tion processses and theeir process parameters

Figure 10 – Different diigital factory aassembly conffigurations wiith turnaroundd times [20]
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Figure 11 – Simulated co
oating processs of the aircrafft panel. Courrtesy Fraunhoffer IPA [20]

This approoach is beinng further developed
d
iin a curren
ntly running
g project (“Z
“ZAFH Projject Digitall
Product Liifecycle”). The
T projectt tries to exp
xpand the ap
pplicability of graph-b ased design
n grammarss
to the whole product life
l cycle. Among
A
otheer things, production lin
nes in autom
motive applications aree
created [233] especiallyy with regaard to costs,, and their virtual
v
com
mmissioningg is visualized within a
virtual reallity environnment generrated autom
matically in the
t design language
l
[224]. The weebsite of thee
project proovides addittional links to
t further puublications (https://dip.reutlingen--university.de/).
2.4

Mecchanical En
ngineering:: Exhaust A
Aftertreatm
ment Design

Finallyy, figure 122 shows resu
ults of a dessign languaage for the automated
a
ccreation and
d functionall
optimizatioon of SCR (selective catalytic reeaction) exh
haust aftertrreatment syystems that reduce thee
emissions of internal combustion
n engines [118, 21]. At the beginniing, a combbustion engiine is givenn
in terms off mass flow
w and exhau
ust temperaature as welll as raw em
missions annd emission
n target. Ann
installationn space is allso given, where
w
the exxhaust afterttreatment haas to fit in ((blue box figure 12 topp
right) as 3D
D CAD ST
TEP model. First, the caatalyst is an
nalytically dimensioned
d
d. Then a CAD
C
modell
of the cataalyst housing is created
d based on tthe previously calculatted catalyst size. The catalyst
c
boxx
is automatiically positiioned in thee installationn space. Th
his is done with
w a Dijksstra shortestt path algo-rithm that iidentifies a path betweeen the engiine’s exhausst outlet and
d the exhauust target taiil pipe posi-tion at the interface too the environ
nment. Thiss path is seaarched within the installlation spacce under thee
constraint of having a maximum distance too the installation space’s walls. Innstallation positions forr
the catalysst box, that have a suffficient distaance to the wall, are fiiltered from
m this path. In the nextt
step a geom
metrical coonstraint pip
pework, maade-up of on
nly standard
dized pipe bbends with predefinedd
bend anglees (eg. 45° and
a 90°), is created to cconnect thee exhaust sy
ystem compoonents with
h the enginee
and the ennvironment [21]. This pipework
p
(ffigure 12 leeft) is identtified withinn its own optimizationn
runs that aare nested within
w
the production
p
system of the overall design lannguage that creates thee
whole exhaust system
m (figure 12
2 top right).. The pipew
work can bee created inncluding CA
AD detailedd
mountings and connecctors betweeen the pipe elements.
Based on the pippework and
d the finallly positioneed catalyst box the ooverall CAD
D model iss
omatically m
meshed and a fluid simu
ulation is crreated to deetermine thee
merged. Thhis CAD moodel is auto
emission reeduction eff
fficiency as well as the pressure loss of the system (figuree 12 center bottom). A
finite elem
ment simulattion to evalu
uate the therrmal expansion of the system is crreated and executed
e
ass
well (figurre 12 centerr top). The whole desiign languag
ge is integraated into a design of experiments
e
s
(DoE) andd optimizatioon framewo
ork to conduuct a design
n space exp
ploration annd to determ
mine the Pa-reto-front aas best posssible trade-o
off betweenn competing
g design tarrgets (e.g. ppressure losss and emis-sion reducttion efficienncy). Figuree 12 shows the results of a DoE run
r at bottoom right. Eaach point inn
the plot reppresents onne synthesizzed exhaust aftertreatm
ment system with its chharacteristicc evaluationn
figures preessure loss (horizontal
(
axis) and ooutlet emissiions (vertical axis) that
at both havee to be min-imized. Thhe Pareto froont is drawn
n as a line tthrough tho
ose configurrations for w
which there are no bet-ter configuurations in both
b
optimiization targgets. The sy
ystem was proven
p
to sccale very well
w on highh
performancce clusters. Thousands of variantss could be created
c
and evaluated w
within a few
w days up too
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weeks. Wiith this appproach the physical
p
lim
mits of a given
g
exhau
ust aftertreat
atment requirement sett
could be ddetermined as
a Pareto frront which is a very usseful and vaaluable infoormation, esspecially inn
an early prroject phasee. The Paretto front givees an indicaation of the maximum system effiiciency thatt
can be achhieved due to
t the physical limits ffor a given set of boun
ndary and sstarting con
nditions (in-stallation sspace, enginne, ...).

Figure 12 – Results of a graph-based
g
design
d
languagge for develop
ping SCR exhaust aftertreattment systemss in given installation sppaces. Bottom
m right: results of DoE optim
mization runs with
w two confflicting optimiization targetss (horizontal:
prressure loss, vertical:
v
outlet emissions) w
with the resultiing Pareto fron
nt. Reproduceed from [18, 21].

Figure 13 – Upscalin
ng of design laanguages integrated into Do
oE/optimizatioon runs.

The veery good sccalability off the designn languagess on HPC (h
high-perform
rmance com
mputing) in-frastructurees could bee demonstraated using thhe examplee of the desiign of exhaaust aftertreaatment sys-tems. Figuure 13 schem
matically sh
hows the priinciple of upscaling
u
thee design proocess by ex
xecuting thee
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genetic opttimization(ss) in paralleel. The desiign languag
ge, which caalculates a cconfiguratio
on based onn
a set of givven requirem
ments, is ex
xecuted withhin a genetic optimizer. The configgurations off the gener-ation - onee design lannguage execcution per coonfiguration
n - can now
w run in para
rallel on an appropriatee
number off CPUs.
ws the optim
mization pro
ocess to bee reduced frrom severall
In the example inn figure 13, this allow
weeks to oone day if the CPU number
n
is ccorrespondin
ngly increaased. There are no parrallelizationn
losses becaause each design
d
langu
uage calculaates an isollated config
guration witth correspon
nding inputt
parameterss, such as piipe diameter or dosing positions. This
T can be even furtheer scaled up
p by a paral-lel executiion of different optimiization scennarios. The maximum runtime off the optimiizations de-pends thenn only on the available computing power, sincce the entiree design andd validation
n process off
the producct is digitallly mapped in the graphh-based dessign languaage and cann be re-execcuted as re-quired withhout any maanual interv
vention.
3 Design Principles
Different design strategies
s
an
nd mechaniisms have been
b
identiffied and appplied in the automationn
of the desiign processees. Some prrinciples haave been ideentified by working onn the expliccit scientificc
problem off handling the complexity of enggineering deesign and working
w
on an engineering designn
theory. Othhers just em
merged in ap
pplication-ceentered design languag
ge projects aas by-produ
uct.
3.1

Top--Down and
d Bottom-U
Up

The w
work in [25] proposes to
o distinguishh between top-down
t
an
nd bottom-uup designs. The defini-tions in [255] can be diirectly quotted: “In the bottom-up approach it is attemptted to achieeve a higherr
level functiionality by systematica
s
ally combiniing basic bu
uilding bloccks into asseemblies.” A bottom-upp
design occcurs especiaally in dom
mains wheree only limitted knowled
dge is availlable in adv
vance. Thiss
phenomenaa often occcurs in desig
gns with noon-linear ph
hysics, as fluid
f
flows in the exhaaust system
m
example prresented abbove, where small channges in geom
metry can produce
p
signnificant chaanges in thee
overall phyysical behavvior (e.g. flo
ow separatioon). Figure 14 shows th
his approacch schematiccally on thee
left side. T
The basic buuilding bloccks are com
mbined to fo
orm assemblies that aree able to fullfill higher-order functtions and reequirementss. The systeematical reccombination
n is usually done in a kind
k
of evo-lutionary aapproach, foor example using a gennetic optim
mization algo
orithm. Thiis approach has a veryy
high level of computaational comp
plexity, but it is able to
o produce neew and creaative solutio
ons.

Figure 14 – Different dessign approachees according tto [25]. The to
op-down appro
oach as well aas the design process
p
steps
in the center correspondd to the design
n theory preseented in [1]
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For thhe counterpaart of the bottom-up
b
ddesign appro
oach the following is sstated in [2
25]: “In thee
top-down aapproach design
d
synth
hesis ... is beeginning wiith the requ
uirements deefinition, th
he evolutionn
of the desiign object is constituteed out of suubsequent decompositio
d
ons from abbstract conceptual de-scriptions into more detailed
d
fun
nctional rep resentations which fina
ally find ann embodimeent into ma-T presented satellite example iss an examplle for a topp-down desiign where a
terial compponents.” The
priori know
wledge is ussed to synth
hesize desiggns directly from the reequirementss. The right side of fig-ure 14 shoows this appproach werre the abstraact requirem
ments are stepwise
s
deecomposed into a finall
concrete em
mbodiment. This appro
oach follow
ws the popular design theory
t
that w
was presentted by Pahll
and Beitz iin [1]. In a practical an
nd realistic ddesign proccess both ap
pproaches hhave to be combined ass
usually nott all engineering problems can bee solved usin
ng a-priori knowledge . At least th
he interplayy
between thhe enumerattion, integraation and coonfiguration
n problem, as shown inn the satelliite examplee
above, reqquires a botttom-up approach for nnon-trivial design
d
taskss. This is truue even wh
hen the sys-tem selectiion in the enumeration
e
n problem ccould be don
ne in a top--down mannner based on
o availablee
knowledgee. Graph-based design languages
l
ccan implement both: bo
ottom-up annd top-down
n approach-es.
3.2

Dime
ensionlesss Evaluatio
on

Rudolpph identifiees the evaluaation of enggineering ob
bjects as cru
ucial challennge in the (automated)
(
)
design of pproducts [111] as the chosen evaluaation metho
od directly in
nfluences an
and determin
nes the out-come of thhe product optimization
o
n process. U
Using the Pii-theorem [2
26] with itss dimension
nless invari-ants addressses the threee main pro
oblems of evvaluation: “How
“
can th
he evaluatioon of parts and
a compo-nents be foound and reepresented? How are ppartial resultts aggregatted into a siingle evaluaation? How
w
are the goaal criteria sttructured, arranged
a
andd are they complete?
c
[11]. In thiss sense, a co
omplete de-scription oof a productt entity in terms
t
of deesign param
meters comb
bined to dim
mensionlesss invariantss
forms a vaalid evaluation: “Any minimal
m
desccription in the
t sense off the Pi-theoorem is an evaluation”
e
”
[11]. This leads to thhe evaluatio
on pattern sshown in fig
gure 15. Th
he descriptiion of the engineering
e
g
problem (pphysical equuations) hass a physicall dimension
n and forms the parameeter set (x1,…,xn). Thee
physical eqquations forrm a descrip
ption functiion X = X(x
x1,…,xn) thaat is definedd on these dimensional
d
l
parameterss and descriibe the behaavior of thee system. Eaach compon
nent and subbsystem contributes too
this equation system which
w
is assembled duuring the deesign processs as compoonents and subsystemss
ng level of detail to forrm the finall product. FFrom the facct that fullyy
are put toggether with an increasin
similar dessigns must get
g the samee evaluationn, it is conccluded that the
t evaluatiion has to taake place inn
dimensionlless invariaants (ʋ1,..., ʋm). This trransition intto dimensio
onless spacee, according
g to the Pi-theorem, eensures thatt fully simillar designs fall within
n the same evaluation
e
ppoint. The descriptionn
function iss transformeed to the ev
valuation fun
unction Ʌ in the same manner.
m
Sinnce all inforrmation andd
variables, iincluding phhysical dim
mensions, aree stored in the
t design languages inn the centraal data mod-el, dimensiionless evalluation paraameters can in principlee be obtaineed automaticcally.

Figure 15 – Evaluation pattern
p
in engiineering basedd on PI-theoreem [26]: The product
p
param
meters (xi) are (physically)
coupled throough the descrription functio
on X. In the eqquivalence of description an
nd evaluation,, the dimensio
onless evaluatioon parameterss ʌi derived fro
om the xi are fforming the ev
valuation funcction Ȇ [10]. T
Taken from [1
11]
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3.3

Decllarative Co
onstraint Processing

In the process off designing complex pproducts, co
onsisting off many com
mponents, sy
ystems andd
spanning oover multiplle physical domains,
d
laarge equatio
on systems arise
a
from th
the aggregattion of ana-lytical moddels that aree part of eacch subsysteem and com
mponent. Within the claasses of the design lan-guages equuations betw
ween the cllass’ param
meters as weell as betweeen associat
ated classes can be de-fined. On tthe executioon of the pro
oduction syystem the classes are in
nstantiated aand the classs parameterr
values are set during the
t rule exeecutions. Soo the equation system is
i created auutomatically
y alongsidee
and it is stoored in the design grap
ph. For gettiing a fully automated
a
design
d
proccess the solu
ution of thiss
equation syystem needds to be auttomated. A solution ussing a so caalled solutioon path gen
nerator wass
proposed inn [27]. The solution paath generatoor identifiess a sequencee along whicch the equaations of thee
equation syystem can be
b solved. This
T leads too a declaratiive processiing of the eqquation systtem as onlyy
the problem
m has to bee stated in form
f
of the equation sy
ystem and th
he solution sequence is
i internallyy
determinedd. As an initial requirem
ment, the giiven variables must bee marked as constant in
n the designn
graph. Thiss is also donne in the prroduction syystem. So th
he declarativ
ve processinng of the eq
quation sys-tem in the solution paath generato
or frees the designer frrom providing a solutioon sequencee. Differentt
design scennarios withh different set of given variables (“Who deterrmines whaat?”) can be realized inn
this way.
The reesulting orddered equation system is automattically solveed in a com
mputer algeebra system
m
that is inteegrated intoo the design
n compiler (see figure 16). In add
dition, senssitivity analy
ysis can bee
automaticaally executeed on the equation sysstem to dettermine the critical dessign drivers and mainn
dependenccies within a product deesign [14]. T
This design
n compiler feature
f
was used in figu
ure 9 in thee
satellite exxample preseented abovee.

Figure 16 – The algebraiic equations frrom sub modeels aggregate to
t a equation system.
s
The soolution path generator
g
determines thhe sequence of
o equation sollution algorithhmically. The ordered equattion sequencee is solved num
merically or
symbolically
y in a computeer algebra systtem. Reproducced from [10]]

3.4

Self--Similar, Nested Des
sign Pattern
ns

Kormeeier identifiies in [28] a generic ddesign patterrn as observ
vation from
m recurring design pat-terns in thee applicatioon of design
n languagess. In a first step a desig
gn process is identified that is ann
“…iterativve sequencee of design synthesis, aanalysis an
nd evaluatio
on…” [28]. This reflects the factt
that duringg the designn process ussually a des ign of a com
mponent orr a subsystem
em is created, analyzedd
using simuulations or calculation
ns and finallly evaluateed based on
n this resultts. Then it is checkedd
whether thhe requiremeents, broken
n down to tthe compon
nent, are fulfilled. If noot, then the cycle is re-peated andd, if necessaary, changess must be m
made in an external cyccle enclosinng the loop under con-sideration iin order to arrive
a
at a solution.
s
Thhus, these deesign cycless are nestedd within eacch other andd
can be founnd at the most diverse abstractionn and differeent levels off detail of thhe design. In
n this sensee
the patternn can be regaarded as beiing self-sim
milar [28]. The
T generic pattern is caalled integrrated designn
pattern andd refines the step of deesign syntheesis of the process
p
exp
plained abovve. It is deffined in thee
following w
way: “…Thhe design syynthesis itseelf is subdivvided into the definitioon of requirrements, thee
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decomposiition, the forrmulation of
o functionaal solutions and the com
mbinatoriall exploration
n process.”
”
Figure 17 sshows the integrated design
d
patterrn graphically. It unifiees the two ddesign approaches pre-sented aboove, the topp-down and bottom-up approaches, into one pattern. Thhe red line divides thee
step of com
mbination (finding
(
solutions) intto a bottom
m-up approaach like parrt and a top
p-down ap-proach likee part. The red dividing line now shifts in on
ne direction or the otheer dependin
ng on whichh
design typee prevails. The
T pattern thus providdes a templaate that can be used in the implem
mentation off
design langguages as a kind of ideal guidelinee for structu
uring the dessign proces s.

Figure 17 – Integrated design
d
paradig
gm. Design syn
ynthesis as iterrative pattern: “…definitionn of requiremeents, the decom
mposition, the formulation
f
of functional soolutions and the combinatorial exploratioon process...“ [28].
Taken frrom [28] and extended.
e

3.5

Dime
ension-Bassed Design Sequencce

The paaper [18] deeals with th
he problem oof splitting the design process intoo a sequenttial step-by-step processs. It is show
wn that in order
o
to findd an optimaal design thee dimensionning and inttegration off
sub-system
ms and compponents hass to occur aat once with
hin one desiign step. Buut this impllies that thee
design parrameters off the compo
onents and subsystemss that are to
o be integraated have to
t be deter-mined at oonce. This leeads to a veery high-dim
mensional problem
p
wh
hich practicaally can’t be
b solved inn
reasonablee time. In geeneral, the parameters
p
hhave a non-llinear behav
vior and subbsets of parameters aree
strongly cooupled withh each otherr. Usually ssubsystem dimensionin
d
ng has to bee at least paartially con-ducted in a bottom-upp approach as the optim
mal parameeter values cannot
c
be ddetermined in advance..
Therefore it is necesssary to splitt the designn process in
nto sequentiial steps to find a good design inn
reasonablee time.
Since there are many
m
sequen
nces into whhich the dessign processs can be divvided, a prefferred orderr
t mathem
matical dimeension of th
he involvedd
of the sequuential desiign tasks iss proposed based on the
subsystemss [18]. Wheen two systeems are sequuentially in
ntegrated, th
he (commonn) design paarameters off
the lower dimensionaal system haave to be ffixed beforee fixing thee design parrameters off the higherr
dimensionaal system (“Begin
(
witth the system
m that has less degreees of freedoom”). In fig
gure 18 thee
concept off design parameters hav
ving differeent degrees of freedom associated with a diffe
ferent math-ematical diimension iss exemplarilly illustratedd. To explaain the concept, the sim
mplified prob
blem of thee
installationn or integrattion of the red
r square bbox in an in
nstallation space
s
with aan existing componentt
(grey squarre box) is used.
u
The lefft column aa) just showss the two diimensional pparameter space
s
of thee
installationn positions of
o the red box
b in the pllane. The reed shaded arrea in colum
mn b) show
ws the possi-ble parameeter values without carring for inttersections of
o the two boxes.
b
If thhe possible parameterss
are restrictted to the technical
t
meaningful innstallation positions where
w
the booxes touch each otherr
one gets thhe parameter set in c) which
w
has noow a lower mathematiccal dimensioon. Anotherr step downn
to a point--shaped parameter set is done in ccolumn d) where the set
s is restriccted to the installationn
position w
where the booxes are aligned whichh is regardeed as being particularlyy advantageeous in thiss
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example. T
This examplle shall visu
ualize that inn the produ
uct design paarameter seets with diffferent math-ematical diimensions occur,
o
depending on thheir numberr of parameters as welll as on restrrictions duee
to the context of the design
d
(techn
nical meaniingful, …).

Figure 18 – Lower half: Assembly off two parts (redd square and fixed
f
grey squ
uare). Upper hhalf: Installatio
on positions
(light red) off the red squarre as x1,x2-parrameter set forr different lev
vels of integrattion: a) x1,x2-pparameter spaace, b) combinatorial posssible installation positions, c) technical m
meaningful insstallation posittions (no interrsection), d) optimal installation posittion. The diffeerent parameteer sets have diifferent matheematical dimen
ensions [18].

It has been shownn in [18] that in a sequuential engin
neering process, wheree componen
nts and sub-systems arre integratedd stepwise, the preferreed order is given
g
by thee mathemattical dimenssions of thee
parameter sets that haave to be co
ombined. Thhese parameeter sets aree not restriccted to geom
metrical pa-rameters as in figure 18. The concept also aapplies to the
t non-geo
ometric paraameters of the
t compo-nents and ssystems whhich must be matched aand integraated with on
ne another. T
This can bee applied too
the examplle in figure 18. The grrey box has a fixed position and the mathem
matical dimension of itss
installationn parameterr set is therrefore zero.. The red box,
b
on thee other handd, initially has a two-dimensionaal parameteer set. If the installationn of the box
xes should now
n happenn sequentiallly, it makess
no sense too start with the installation of the rred box and
d to position
n it somewhhere within its parame-ter set, sincce the probaability of haaving it insttalled in exaactly such a preferablyy way at the fixed posi-tion as in ccolumn d), goes towards zero. Hoowever, if th
he grey box
x, with the llower dimeensional pa-rameter sett, is first insstalled, the degrees
d
of ffreedom of the red box
x can be useed to find a meaningfull
installationn position inn relation to
o the grey boox.
3.6

Design Pattern
ns and Parradigms

In the creation off a graph-based designn languagess it is possiible to adoppt design paatterns [29]]
from objecct-oriented software en
ngineering [29]. The use
u of objeect-orientedd design patterns from
m
software enngineering in design laanguages iss made posssible by the extension oof the desig
gn languagee
classes witth methods and interfaces proposeed in [30]. With
W this ex
xtension thee design lan
nguages aree
adopting central elements of objeect-orientedd software engineering. The designn patterns arre solutionss
for recurrinng kind of problems
p
in
n programm
ming as for object
o
creation, object compositio
on (structur-al) and forr object interaction (com
mmunicatioon). They arre typically made of tw
wo or more classes thatt
are associaated with eaach other an
nd/or inheritt behavior from
f
each other,
o
togethher with absstract meth-ods in the classes andd/or interfacces and a ddefined interrplay and usage
u
of theese methodss to solve a
specific prooblem.
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Figuree 19 shows two pattern
ns that are uused in design grammaars. The buiilder pattern
n on the topp
can be useed within thhe design compilers pllugin mechaanism. The abstract innformation to
t trigger a
process chhain is extraacted from the
t central model by a translator class. An eengineering simulationn
applicationn is set by calling the co
orrespondinng method of
o the translator class too select the applicationn
which shalll be executted in the pllugin. For eexample, it is
i possible to
t switch beetween diffferent simu-lation proggrams, usingg the buildeer pattern shhown, with
hout having to change aanything in
n the designn
language. T
The inform
mation needeed to run a ssimulation is stored ab
bstractly in the central data modell
[30, 31]. T
The lower paart of figuree 19 shows tthe composite pattern which
w
is useed to modell a systems-of-systemss relation thhat is the baasic structurre of all sy
ystems engin
neering actiivities wherre a system
m
itself is m
made up of further
f
systtems or of componentts on the lo
owest level.. The patterrn providess
methods too add and reemove subssystems andd componen
nts as well as
a to call opperations orr actions onn
all system elements inn a recursivee manner.

Figure 19 – T
Two design patterns from object-oriented
o
d software eng
gineering [29]]. Top: Buildeer pattern for calling
c
different applicatioons in a enginneering plugin
n that shares a common centtral model. Bo
ottom: Compoosite pattern fo
or modeling a
system-of-systems reelation in systtems engineering [30]

The ‘Desiggn for X’ paradigms
p
[10], mentiooned above in the philo
osophical m
motivation, can also bee
seen as a kkind of desiign pattern. As these paaradigms arre less specific than thee previously
y presentedd
design pattterns from object-orien
o
nted softwarre engineeriing they aree part of thee ‘ability’ co
oncept area..
This paraddigms help the
t designerr to structurre the desig
gn process, at least menntally, when
n designingg
a graph-baased design language. Nevertheles
N
s, it is often
n possible to
o transform
m the less specific para-digms in too rule-basedd heuristics when impleementing a design lang
guage.
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4 Discussion
In this paper an overview on graph-based design languages was given. The method allows a
graphical programming of design processes that helps to manage the complexity in modern product
design. The data model is separated from the operational procedural aspects in an object-oriented
way. The object-oriented UML modeling language is used for an open, re-useable, compact and
non-proprietary knowledge representation of the product entities and design process. Modeling redundancy is avoided through inheritance between classes and decomposition into classes, modules
and plugins. Storing engineering knowledge in incremental rules and adaptive rule sequences allows a hierarchical decomposition of the engineering process itself into smaller chunks that can be
more easily captured and overviewed by the engineer even for complex products and systems. This
approach allows an easy reuse of knowledge in further design languages as external classes and
packages can be easily loaded. The design languages are preferably used to automate recurring design tasks as the implementation of a design language in the design compiler takes some upfront
effort.
The presented example applications show that the method of graph-based design languages is
able to solve substantial real-world engineering problems in a fraction of the time that would be
necessary in manual engineering. In fact, the design time collapses to the addition of the (potentially
concurrent) run-times of the algorithms which is close to the lower theoretical limit. Furthermore, it
is our observation that a graph-based design language, when embedded in an optimization framework, is often able to find more optimal engineering solutions as can be found in a conventional
manual engineering process. The presented language is able to capture engineering knowledge digitally which leads to a highly scalable and re-executable digital blueprint of recurring design tasks.
When executing design languages in optimization or DoE runs on HPC or cloud infrastructure, the
available hardware power becomes the only limiting factor in accelerating the design tasks. The
practical execution of optimizations with design languages on HPC environments shows that new
challenges and questions arise from the resulting flood of results: How are result outliers to be treated and how are they caused? How can structures in the results be interpreted? Are these structures
caused by properties of the design language or by the physics of the problem? Can generally valid
technological laws be derived from this? Nevertheless, a significant upfront invest is necessary as
implementing a product’s generic design process is apparently more expensive than creating a few
product designs by hand. The wide acceptance of this kind of modeling method in industry is at the
moment therefore still often hindered by the traditional ‘silo mentality’ present in today’s companies which look on the short-term profitability of the individual business unit instead on the mid- or
long-term profitability of the company overall.
The presented design principles provide various patterns, templates and aids to handle the occurring complexity in product design. They can be used on different levels and stages during the
implementation of engineering processes. Some of the shown principles as the design approaches,
generic design patterns and the dimension-based design sequence help to understand the process of
designing itself to simplify the implementation of design languages. Others, as the declarative constraint processing and the dimensionless evaluation scheme support an unambiguous evaluation of
products which is a prerequisite for an unbiased optimization of the product itself. At last, design
patterns from software engineering can be reused in design languages due to the close relation of
the design languages and the design compiler with tools from object-oriented software engineering.
All the shown design principles help to handle the complexity in product design. This is an important task as the complexity of the products themselves is steadily increasing and even more domains and disciplines have to be considered to get a holistic evaluation, validation and optimization
of a product’s life cycle from cradle to grave. In this sense, graph-based design languages have
Онтология проектирования, том 8, №3(29)/2018
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shown to be a successful method to push the limits of the still controllable complexity in industrial
engineering further away.
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ɉɊɈȿɄɌɂɊɈȼȺɇɂȿ ɋɅɈɀɇɕɏ ɋɂɋɌȿɆ ɉɊɂ ɉɈɆɈɓɂ əɁɕɄɈȼ
ɉɊɈȿɄɌɂɊɈȼȺɇɂə: ɆȿɌɈȾɕ, ɉɊɂɆȿɇȿɇɂȿ ɂ
ɉɊɂɇɐɂɉɕ ɉɊɈȿɄɌɂɊɈȼȺɇɂə
ɋ. Ɏɨɝɟɥɶ1, ɋ. Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɮ2
ɂɧɫɬɢɬɭɬ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫɚɦɨɥɟɬɨɜ ɒɬɭɬɝɚɪɬɫɤɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬɚ, ɒɬɭɬɝɚɪɬ, Ƚɟɪɦɚɧɢɹ
1
Samuel.Peter.Vogel@gmail.com, 2Rudolph@ifb.uni-stuttgart.de
Ⱥɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɹ
əɡɵɤɢ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɮɚɯ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɵ ɤɚɤ ɫɩɨɫɨɛ ɩɪɟɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɢ, ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɨɜ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢ ɨɩɬɢɦɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɩɪɨɞɭɤɬɚ ɢɥɢ ɫɥɨɠɧɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ. ɍɧɢɮɢɰɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ ɹɡɵɤ
ɦɨɞɟɥɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ (UML) ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɞɥɹ ɫɨɡɞɚɧɢɹ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɦɨɞɟɥɢɪɭɸɳɟɝɨ ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ. əɡɵɤ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫɨɫɬɨɢɬ ɢɡ ɬɟɪɦɢɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ («ɰɢɮɪɨɜɵɯ ɫɬɪɨɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɛɥɨɤɨɜ») ɢ ɧɚɛɨɪɚ ɩɪɚɜɢɥ («ɡɧɚɧɢɣ ɰɢɮɪɨɜɨɣ
ɤɨɦɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ») ɜɵɩɨɥɧɟɧɢɹ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɣ (ɬ.ɟ. ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɩɪɟɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɜ ɰɢɮɪɨɜɨɣ
ɜɢɞ ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɚ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ). ɋ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢɟɦ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɧɨɝɨ ɧɚ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɚɯ ɦɟɬɨɞɚ ɫɨɡɞɚɺɬɫɹ ɨɛɨɛɳɺɧɧɚɹ ɰɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɨɜɚɧɧɚɹ ɫɯɟɦɚ ɞɚɧɧɵɯ ɨɛ ɨɛɴɟɤɬɟ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ (ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɣ ɝɪɚɮ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ). ɉɨɫɥɟ ɝɟɧɟɪɚɰɢɢ ɚɛɫɬɪɚɤɬɧɨɣ ɰɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɝɟɧɟɪɢɪɭɸɬɫɹ ɢɧɠɟɧɟɪɧɵɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ, ɨɬɪɚɠɚɸɳɢɟ ɫɩɟɰɢɮɢɤɭ ɤɨɧɤɪɟɬɧɨɣ ɩɪɟɞɦɟɬɧɨɣ ɨɛɥɚɫɬɢ, ɢ ɩɨɫɥɟ ɭɞɚɥɺɧɧɨɝɨ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɟɧɢɹ ɢɯ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɵ ɜɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ ɜ
ɰɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɭɸ ɦɨɞɟɥɶ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɞɥɹ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɢɹ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɯ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɧɵɯ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɣ ɢɥɢ ɨɩɬɢɦɢɡɚɰɢɣ. əɡɵɤɢ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɦɨɞɟɥɢɪɭɸɬɫɹ ɜɪɭɱɧɭɸ ɢ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɨɦ ɤɨɦɩɢɥɹɬɨɪɟ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ. əɡɵɤɢ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɮɚɯ, ɭɫɩɟɲɧɨ ɩɪɢɦɟɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɩɪɢ ɫɨɡɞɚɧɢɢ ɪɚɡɧɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɵɯ
ɢɡɞɟɥɢɣ ɚɷɪɨɤɨɫɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ (ɤɨɫɦɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɚɩɩɚɪɚɬɵ, ɫɚɦɨɥɟɬɵ), ɚɜɬɨɦɨɛɢɥɶɧɨɣ (ɩɪɨɫɬɪɚɧɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɟ ɤɨɧɫɬɪɭɤɰɢɢ,
ɤɚɛɢɧɵ ɚɜɬɨɦɨɛɢɥɟɣ), ɦɚɲɢɧɨɫɬɪɨɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ (ɪɨɛɨɬɵ, ɰɢɮɪɨɜɵɟ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɫɬɜɚ) ɨɬɪɚɫɥɟɣ ɢ ɩɨɬɪɟɛɢɬɟɥɶɫɤɢɯ
ɬɨɜɚɪɨɜ (ɤɨɮɟ-ɦɚɲɢɧɵ, ɜɵɬɹɠɧɵɟ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ) ɞɥɹ ɩɨɜɵɲɟɧɢɹ ɷɮɮɟɤɬɢɜɧɨɫɬɢ ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɚ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢ ɫɬɟɩɟɧɢ ɟɝɨ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɚɰɢɢ. Ɋɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɵ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɫɬɪɚɬɟɝɢɢ ɢ ɦɟɯɚɧɢɡɦɵ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫ ɰɟɥɶɸ ɩɪɢɦɟɧɟɧɢɹ ɢɯ
ɤ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɚ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ. ɂɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɩɨɞɯɨɞɵ, ɧɚɱɢɧɚɹ ɫ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɨɣ ɢ ɞɟɤɥɚɪɚɬɢɜɧɨɣ ɨɛɪɚɛɨɬɤɢ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɣ, ɮɪɚɤɬɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɜɥɨɠɟɧɧɵɯ ɲɚɛɥɨɧɨɜ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɞɨ ɦɚɬɟɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɹ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɣ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ. ɂɦɟɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɡɧɚɧɢɹ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɸɬ ɨɛɳɭɸ ɫɬɪɚɬɟɝɢɸ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɸ (ɬ.ɟ. ɧɢɫɯɨɞɹɳɟɟ ɢɥɢ ɜɨɫɯɨɞɹɳɟɟ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɟ). ɋ ɰɟɥɶɸ ɫɧɢɠɟɧɢɹ ɪɚɡɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɢ ɢ ɨɛɳɟɣ
ɫɥɨɠɧɨɫɬɢ ɡɚɞɚɱɢ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɩɨɫɬɪɨɟɧɢɟ ɛɟɡɪɚɡɦɟɪɧɵɯ ɢɧɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɨɜ ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɬɟɨɪɢɢ ɩɨɞɨɛɢɹ. ɒɚɛɥɨɧɵ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɵ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ (ɬ. ɟ. ɮɨɪɦɚ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɡɚ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɟɣ ɢɥɢ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɹ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɡɚ ɮɨɪɦɨɣ)
ɢ ɫɬɪɚɬɟɝɢɢ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ (ɪɚɡɞɟɥɹɣ ɢ ɜɥɚɫɬɜɭɣ) ɢɡ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɬɢɤɢ ɲɢɪɨɤɨ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɞɥɹ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢ ɭɩɪɚɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɫɥɨɠɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɚ.
Ʉɥɸɱɟɜɵɟ ɫɥɨɜɚ: ɹɡɵɤɢ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɦɟɬɨɞ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɵ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɨɧɬɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ.
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ɋɜɟɞ
ɞɟɧɢɹ ɨɛ ɚɜɬɨɪɚɯ
ɚ
Drr. Samuel Vog
gel (b. 1982) iis currently ex
xternal habilitaation candidatte in the group
p of similarityy
meechanics at thee Institute of A
Aircraft Desig
gn at the Univ
versity of Stutttgart. He is cu
urrently work-ingg at MTU Frieedrichshafen G
GmbH (subsid
diary of Rollss Royce Holdiing plc) in thee research andd
tecchnology deveelopment. Sam
muel Vogel studied physics at the Univversity of Stutttgart and fin-ishhed in 2007. After
A
that he worked for five
f
years at a developmennt service prov
vider as team
m
leaad and head of the departm
ment “Predevellopment, Meth
hods and Anaalytics”. In 2013, he movedd
to his current po
osition at MTU
TU. Between 2009
2
and 2015
5, Samuel Voogel did in parrallel his doc-torrate on the automated desiggn of exhaust systems with
h design languuages in Steph
han Rudolph'ss
grooup. From 20
016 to 2018 hhe also did reesearch in the same researcch group as a postdoctorall
stuudent in part time. His reseaarch interests include the in
nterplay betweeen the (autom
mated) designn
proocess and com
mplex system
ms science as well as design optimizatiion with desiign languagess
especially inn conjunction with computational fluid ddynamics. Au
utomated 3D CAD model and geometry
y creation forr
autonomous optimization and validation
n workflows aare also an imp
portant research interest of Samuel Vogeel.
Ⱦ-ɪ ɋɚɦɸɷɥ
ɥɶ Ɏɨɝɟɥɶ (1982 ɝ.ɪ.) ɜ ɧɚɫɬɨɹɳɟɟ ɜɪɟɟɦɹ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹɹ ɤɚɧɞɢɞɚɬɨɦ
ɦ ɧɚ ɜɧɟɲɧɸɸ
ɸ ɯɚɛɢɥɢɬɚɰ
ɰɢɸ ɜ ɝɪɭɩɩɟɟ
ɦɟɯɚɧɢɤɢ ɩ
ɩɨɞɨɛɢɹ ɜ ɂɧ
ɧɫɬɢɬɭɬɟ ɩɪɨ
ɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹɹ ɫɚɦɨɥɟɬɨɜ ɒɬɭɬɝɚɪɬɫɤɨ
ɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɢɬɟɬɚ ɢ ɪɚɛɨ
ɨɬɚɟɬ ɜ MTU
U
Friedrichshaffen GmbH (ɞ
ɞɨɱɟɪɧɹɹ ɤɨɦ
ɦɩɚɧɢɹ Rolls Royce Holdiing plc). ɋɚɦ
ɦɸɷɥɶ Ɏɨɝɟɥɶɶ ɨɤɨɧɱɢɥ ɒɬɭɬɝɚɪɬɫɤɢɣ
ɒ
ɣ
ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬɬ ɜ 2007 ɝɨɞɭɭ, ɩɨɫɥɟ ɷɬɨɝɨ
ɨ ɩɹɬɶ ɥɟɬ ɪɚɚɛɨɬɚɥ ɜ ɤɚɱɟɟɫɬɜɟ ɪɭɤɨɜɨɞɢɬɟɥɹ ɤɨɦɚɧɧɞɵ ɢ ɧɚɱɚɥɶɶɧɢɤɚ ɨɬɞɟɥɚɚ
«ɉɪɟɞɜɚɪɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ ɪɚɡɪɚɚɛɨɬɤɚ, ɦɟɬɨɞ
ɞɵ ɢ ɚɧɚɥɢɬɢɤɤɚ». ȼ 2013 ɝɨɞɭ
ɝ
ɨɧ ɩɟɪɟɲ
ɲɺɥ ɧɚ ɫɜɨɸ ɧɵɧɟɲɧɸɸ ɞɨɥɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɜ
MTU. ȼ ɩɟɪɪɢɨɞ ɫ 2009 ɩɨ
ɩ 2015 ɝɨɞɵ ɋɚɦɭɷɥɶ Ɏɨɨɝɟɥɶ ɩɚɪɚɥɥɟɟɥɶɧɨ ɜɵɩɨɥɧ
ɧɢɥ ɫɜɨɸ ɞɨɤɤɬɨɪɫɤɭɸ ɪɚɛ
ɛɨɬɭ ɩɨ ɚɜɬɨ-ɦɚɬɢɡɢɪɨɜɚɧ
ɧɧɨɦɭ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɸ ɜɵɯɥɨɩɧɵɯ ɫɢɢɫɬɟɦ ɫ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢɟɦ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ
ɹ
ɩɪɨɟɤɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɜ ɝɪɭɩɩɟ ɋɬɟ-ɮɚɧɚ Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɶɮɚ. ɋ 2016 ɩɨ
ɩ 2018 ɝɨɞɵ
ɵ ɨɧ ɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɢɥ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧ
ɧɢɹ ɜ ɬɨɣ ɠɟ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɥɶɫɤɨɣ ɝɪɭɩɩ
ɩɟ ɜ ɤɚɱɟɫɬɜɟɟ
ɩɨɫɬɞɨɤɬɨɪɚɚɧɬɚ. ȿɝɨ ɢɫɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɫɫɤɢɟ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɫɵ ɜɤɥɸɱɚɸ
ɸɬ ɜɡɚɢɦɨɞɟɣ
ɣɫɬɜɢɟ ɦɟɠɞɭ
ɞɭ (ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɡɡɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɦ))
ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɨɦ ɩ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧ
ɧɢɹ ɢ ɬɟɨɪɢɟɣ
ɣ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɯ ɫɢɢɫɬɟɦ, ɚ ɬɚɤɠ
ɠɟ ɨɩɬɢɦɢɡɚɰ
ɰɢɟɣ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫ ɢɫɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢ-ɟɦ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ ɩ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧ
ɧɢɹ. Ⱥɜɬɨɦɚɬɬɢɡɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɨɟɟ 3D-ɦɨɞɟɥɢɪ
ɪɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɜ ɋȺ
ȺɉɊ ɢ ɫɨɡɞɚɚɧɢɟ ɝɟɨɦɟɬɪɢɢ ɞɥɹ ɚɜɬɨ-ɧɨɦɧɵɯ ɩɪɨɨɰɟɫɫɨɜ ɨɩɬɢɦ
ɦɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɢ ɜɚɥ
ɥɢɞɚɰɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɹɸɬɫɹ ɜɚɠɧɵ
ɵɦ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɬɟɥɶɫɤɢɦ ɢɧɬɬɟɪɟɫɨɦ ɋɚɦɭ
ɭɷɥɹ Ɏɨɝɟɥɹ.
PD
D Dr. Stepha
an Rudolph (b. 1961) is currently heaad of similaritty mechanics group at thee
Innstitute of Aircraft Design aat the Universsity of Stuttgaart. Stephan R
Rudolph studieed, earned hiss
dooctorate and habilitated
h
at th
the Faculty off Aerospace En
ngineering annd Geodesy at the Universi-tyy of Stuttgart. Additional onne-year study
y visits at a Frrench Grande Ecole for Aeerospace (EN-Institute of T
SIICA) in Toulo
ouse, France, and at the Massachusetts
M
Technology (M
MIT) in Cam-brridge, USA. After
A
obtaininng his PhD in
n 1995 from the
t Universityy of Stuttgart,, he spent sixx
m
months
as a PostDoc in the S
Systems and Design
D
Group at the MIT. H
Habilitation an
nd Lecturer inn
thhe field of "Deesign Methodoology" at the Faculty
F
of Aerospace Enginneering and Geodesy
G
at thee
University of Stuttgart
S
in 20002. Head of th
he research grroup "Similariity Mechanicss" since 1996..
Dr. Rudolph's research
r
interrests include formal
f
method
ds of Model-B
Based System
m Engineeringg
(MBSE) andd formal designn synthesis with graph-baseed design lang
guages, autom
matic model geeneration and design evalu-ation methodds as well as applications
a
off similarity me
mechanics in en
ngineering and
d artificial inttelligence. Within the focuss
of graph-based design langguages, the th
heoretical focuus is on questiions of uniqueeness, consisteency, validation and verifi-cation of dessign languagess, as well as th
he practical foocus on the lan
nguage develo
opment of graaph-based desiign languagess
for automaticc product desiign of satellitees, aircraft, vehhicle structurees and their diigital factoriess.
Ⱦ-ɪ ɋɬɟɮɚɧ
ɧ Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɮ (11961 ɝ.ɪ.) ɜɨɡɝɝɥɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɝɪɭɩɩɩɭ ɦɟɯɚɧɢɤɢ
ɢ ɩɨɞɨɛɢɹ ɜ ɂɧɫɬɢɬɭɬɟ
ɂ
ɩɪɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢ
ɢɹ ɫɚɦɨɥɟɬɨɜɜ
ɒɬɭɬɝɚɪɬɫɤɤɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢ
ɢɬɟɬɚ. ɋɬɟɮɚɚɧ Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɮ ɭɭɱɢɥɫɹ ɢ ɩɨɥɭ
ɭɱɢɥ ɞɨɤɬɨɪɫɫɤɭɸ ɫɬɟɩɟɧɶɶ ɧɚ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɬɟɬɟ ɚɷɪɨɤɨɫ-ɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɬɟɟɯɧɢɤɢ ɢ ɝɟɨɞ
ɞɟɡɢɢ ɒɬɭɬɝɚɚɪɬɫɤɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬɚ (1995). ɉɨɥɭɱɢ
ɢɜ ɫɬɟɩɟɧɶ PhhD, ɩɪɨɲɺɥ ɫɬɚɠɢɪɨɜɤɢ
ɫ
ɜ
ȼɵɫɲɟɣ ɲɤɤɨɥɟ ɚɷɪɨɤɨɫɦ
ɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɬɟɯ
ɯɧɢɤɢ (ENSIC
CA) ɜ Ɍɭɥɭɡɟɟ (Ɏɪɚɧɰɢɹ) ɢ ɜ ɬɟɱɟɧɢɟ ɲ
ɲɟɫɬɢ ɦɟɫɹɰɟɟɜ ɜ ɤɚɱɟɫɬɜɟɟ
ɩɨɫɬɞɨɤɬɨɪɚɚ ɜ ɝɪɭɩɩɟ «ɋ
ɋɢɫɬɟɦɵ ɢ ɩɪ
ɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɢɟ» Ɇɚɫɫɚɱɭɫɫɟɬɫɤɨɝɨ ɬɟɯɧ
ɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨɨ ɢɧɫɬɢɬɭɬɚ (MIT)
(
ɜ Ʉɟɦ-ɛɪɢɞɠɟ (ɋɒ
ɒȺ). ȼ 2002 ɝɨɞɭ
ɝ
ɩɨɥɭɱɢɥ
ɥ ɯɚɛɢɥɢɬɚɰɢɢɸ ɤɚɤ ɞɨɤɬɨɪ
ɪ ɢ ɥɟɤɬɨɪ ɜ ɨɛɥɚɫɬɢ ɦɟɬɨɨɞɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɩɪɨ
ɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹɹ
ɧɚ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɟɟɬɟ ɚɷɪɨɤɨɫɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɬɟɯɧ
ɧɢɤɢ ɢ ɝɟɨɞɟɟɡɢɢ ɜ ɒɬɭɬɝɝɚɪɬɫɤɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬɚ. ɊɊɭɤɨɜɨɞɢɬɟɥ
ɥɶ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚ-ɬɟɥɶɫɤɨɣ ɝɪɭɭɩɩɵ ɦɟɯɚɧɢ
ɢɤɢ ɩɨɞɨɛɢɹ ɫ 1996 ɝɨɞɚ. ɇɚɭɱɧɵɟ ɢɧ
ɧɬɟɪɟɫɵ ɞɨɤɬɨɪɚ Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɮ
ɮɚ ɜɤɥɸɱɚɸɬ ɮɨɪɦɚɥɶɧɵɟɟ
ɦɟɬɨɞɵ ɫɢɫɬɬɟɦɧɨɝɨ ɢɧɠ
ɠɢɧɢɪɢɧɝɚ ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɦɨɞɟɟɥɟɣ (MBSE)) ɢ ɮɨɪɦɚɥɶɧ
ɧɨɟ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫ ɢɫɩ
ɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢɟɦ
ɦ
ɹɡɵɤɨɜ, ɨɫɧɨɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɮɚɯ,
ɝ
ɚɜɬɨɦ
ɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɫɨɨɡɞɚɧɢɟ ɢ ɨɰɟɟɧɤɢ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɧ
ɧɵɯ ɦɨɞɟɥɟɣ ɫ ɩɪɢɦɟɧɟɧɢ
ɢɟɦ ɦɟɯɚɧɢɤɢ
ɢ
ɩɨɞɨɛɢɹ ɜ ɩ
ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧ
ɧɢɢ ɢ ɢɫɤɭɫɫɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɝɨ ɢɧɧɬɟɥɥɟɤɬɚ. ȼ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ,, ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ
ɯ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɮɚɯ,,
ɧɚɢɛɨɥɶɲɢɣ
ɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫ ɞɥɥɹ ɞɨɤɬɨɪɚ Ɋɭɞɨɥɶɮɚ
Ɋ
ɜ ɬɬɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨ
ɨɦ ɚɫɩɟɤɬɟ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ
ɩ
ɬ ɜɨɩɪɨɫɵ ɭɧ
ɧɢɤɚɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ,,
ɫɨɝɥɚɫɨɜɚɧɧ
ɧɨɫɬɢ, ɜɚɥɢɞɚɚɰɢɢ ɢ ɩɪɨɜɟɪɤɢ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ. ɇɚɢɛɨɥɶɲɢɣ ɩɪɚɤɬɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ ɢɧɬɬɟɪɟɫ ɜ ɷɬɨɣ
ɣ
ɨɛɥɚɫɬɢ ɩɪɟɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɪɚɚɡɪɚɛɨɬɤɚ ɹɡɵ
ɵɤɨɜ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ, ɨɫɧ
ɧɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɮɚɯ, ɤɨɬɨɨɪɵɟ ɛɵ ɩɨɡɜɜɨɥɢɥɢ ɚɜɬɨ-ɦɚɬɢɡɢɪɨɜɚɬɬɶ ɩɪɨɟɤɬɢɪɨɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɤɨɫɦɢ
ɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɚɩɩɚɚɪɚɬɨɜ, ɫɚɦɨɥ
ɥɺɬɨɜ, ɤɨɧɫɬɪ
ɪɭɤɰɢɣ ɦɚɲɢɢɧ ɢ ɢɯ ɰɢɮɪ
ɪɨɜɵɯ ɩɪɨɢɡ-ɜɨɞɫɬɜ.
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